
The Witcher: Old World – Legendary Hunt

Dear friend,

I hope this letter reaches you in good health... Are you 
still having boils? The witch doctor lady that I recom-
mended in the last letter has undoubtedly seen worse 
things before, her lousy husband’s face at the top of 
that list. How much this man has made my blood boil is 
a topic for a completely different occasion. I believe that 
I will be able to tell you this over a pint of harder liquor.

Meanwhile, I need to share some disturbing information 
with you. As I travel through the northern lands, I hear 
more and more often about grime, the very thought 
of which makes the hair curl on the back of my neck. 
Being on the trail for years, I have seen a lot - ghouls, 
drowners, and once I even had the chance to encounter 
an ekimmara! However, what I am writing about today 
seems to be much worse.

The monsters that many believed were only legends 
- fairytales - designed to frighten naughty children, 
turned out to be real... Terrifyingly real! Almost every 
day, I hear rumors of more travelers who have stumbled 
upon one of these mighty beasts.

Yesterday, I received information that forced me to 
reach to you, my friend. These legendary beasts are 
getting bolder. They recently crushed the cities of Poviss 
and Kovir to dust; the local population lost their homes, 
and was forced to flee to Kaedwen. However, it is only 
a matter of time until it is no longer safe there as well.

Fortunately, I also heard that the witchers already know 
everything. They will have to abandon vampire and 
necrophage assignments for a while to deal with these - 
more pressing - matters. The lesser evils can wait.

The world will not be at peace until the witchers deal 
with this issue. I sincerely believe they can do it; how-
ever, if something happened to me, I also send you the 
key to a bank locker, in an envelope. There you will find 
further instructions.

Hopefully, you won’t have to use them. May Melitele 
protect you.

Sincerely devoted, 
Benno

Collected works by Benno Kobart, supplement, selection 
of letters
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The Player takes 5 Damage.

The Monster performs its  

1st Special Attack.
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The Monster performs its  3rd Special Attack.

The Player discards 3 cards from their deck (empty deck: from  their hand).
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gaunter o’dimm

Gaunter O’Dimm, Master Mirror, Man of Glass. A creature known  

by many names, but all just as terrifying. He spreads an aura of dark 

magic around him, and where he appears, people begin to disappear. 

Children in the streets sing songs in which they call him the devil 

incarnate -they don’t even know how close to the truth they are...

ice giantIt was said to have emerged from a snowstorm - that it came with 

a blizzard - bloodcurdling even the bravest townspeople. Those who 

managed to escape spoke of the frost-covered club, the armor bristling 

with sharp icicles, and the breath that turned into ice. They probably 

exaggerated, but there is a grain of truth in every story.

unseen elder

The only thing that higher vampires fear are the unseen elders - the 
oldest and most powerful representatives of this species, those who act 
as the leaders of their race. They usually stay aloof, avoiding the outside 
world. That is why the first rumors about the activity of the unseen elder 
caught the attention of the witchers. The monster hunters know they 
probably won’t be able to kill this creature. There is hope that at least 

it will be chased away...

golem

Recently, there is more and more talk of a magical being traversing 

the Continent. Fire and destruction go with it. Created from magic and 

combined elements, the golem is fearful. Some say it carries out the 

orders of a mighty magician. Others - that it is out of control. Everyone 

agrees on one thing - only witchers can put an end to the danger.

cyclops

Wearing clothes, and being able to use makeshift weapons, is not 

enough to consider a cyclops human. He’s a monster - a witless ogre. 

However, it does not have to be intelligent to pose mortal danger. 

Unrestrained aggression and powerful arms, which are capable  

of uprooting a tree, are enough for that.

toad

Ratcatchers report disturbing footprints in city sewers, and suspicious 

slime began to appear on the walls. Those who stayed in its vicinity for 

too long soon suffered from severe diseases. Some have mentioned 

the strange and enormous shape seen in the dark at the corner of the 

corridors. No human has dared come closer.

When earthquakes and landslides began occuring in the cities,  

the witchers were finally called.

frightener

‘The frightener...’ - even the wizard cannot hide their fear. His voice 

trembles. -’This is one of the nasties things magic has ever made.  

A killing machine - a creature almost fearless. Do not ask me to take 

care of this, only a madman would attempt to kill a frightener. 

Give it to the witchers.’

2

7 Legendary Monster Miniatures

20 Special Fight Cards 12 Legendary Monster 
Movement Cards

7 Large Legendary Monster Cards

1 Large Help Card

24 Destruction Tokens

components
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frightener
During the entire Fight: 

the Player may only use up to 
3 different types of cards 

in each Fight Turn. Each Turn, 
the 3 types may be different.

knockdown

The Player takes Damage 
equal to the number of 

Potions and Bombs 
they possess, multiplied 

by 2 (minimum 1 Damage).

keeping at bay

The Player takes 3 Damage. 
The next Player’s Combo 

deals 2 Damage less.

sharp ticks

The Player discards all 
Dodge (green) cards 

from their hand. If they are 
unable to discard at least 1, 

they take 2 Damage.

Crushing Strength

The Player takes 3 Damage 
and discards 1 Dodge 

(green) card from their 
hand. If they are unable 

to do so, they take 
7 Damage instead.
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First, setup the base game as normal. After, proceed 
to setup the Legendary Hunt as follows:

1.  A large help card 1  is placed near the Trophy track:

 � The first time you use the expansion, use the “A” 
side of the card. 2

 � Side “A” is the basic version of the expansion; but 
if you decide you would prefer a longer game, use 
the “B” side.

2. Players choose (or randomly determine) a Legendary 
Monster to use:

 � Place its large card 3  near the Main Board.

 � Its miniature 4  is placed on the Location 5
shown on the large card.

 � The remaining Legendary Monster cards and min-
iatures are returned to the box.

3. Shuffle the Special Fight cards 6  and place it near 
the large Monster card. (These cards are only used 
when fighting the Legendary Monster.)

4. The Player sitting to the right of the starting Player 
(called the last Player in this rulebook) shuffles the 
12 Legendary Monster Movement cards 7  togeth-
er and places it as a face-down deck near themself. 
(See Legendary Monster Movement below for what 
to do with these cards.)

5. All Destruction tokens 8  are shuffled face-down 
and kept near the Main Board.

1 2
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game setup
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While playing with the Legendary Hunt Expansion, the 
overall gameplay remains the same with some changes 
explained in this rulebook. The biggest change is the 
win condition; now, to win the game, the Player needs 
to kill a Legendary Monster. The first Player to do so 
immediately wins the game.

LEGENDARY MONSTER

The Legendary Monster is present on the board from 
the beginning of the game.

Players may freely move onto and out of the Location 
occupied by the Legendary Monster. Players are not 
affected when the Legendary Monster moves into (or 
through) their Location.

Players may not use the Location Action of the Location 
occupied by the Legendary Monster. To remember it, 
place the Legendary Monster miniature on that Location 
Action.

LEGENDARY MONSTER MOVEMENT

After the last Player takes their Turn, they reveal the top 
card of the Movement deck to determine how the Leg-
endary Monster moves. (This essentially occurs at the 
end of the Round, after each Player has taken a Turn.) 
Each Movement card has three pieces of information:

Players execute all the Movements shown on the card 
one by one: 

1. For each Movement, the Legendary Monster is 
moved onto the neighboring Location that is clos-
est to the main Location. The Legendary Monster 
cannot be moved onto Destruction tokens during 
Legendary Monster Movement! 

2. If there are 2 equally close Locations, the last Player 
chooses which of the two Locations (without a De-
struction token) the Monster moves onto.

3. If the Legendary Monster is occupying the main Lo-
cation on the card, it moves toward the secondary 
Location, following steps 1 and 2.

4. If all of the closest Locations each contain a Destruc-
tion token, the last Player chooses any neighboring 
Location (without a Destruction token) to move it to.

5. If all neighboring Locations contain a Destruction 
token, this Movement, and all consecutive Move-
ments this Turn are ignored.

A 2-Player Game Example

1. The Player draws a Legendary Monster Movement 
card. It’s a 2-Player game so the Legendary Monster 
performs 2 Movements.

2. The Legendary Monster is occupying the main Lo-
cation, so the last Player chooses the neighboring 
Location closest to the secondary Location (18) and 
moves the Legendary Monster to it. 

3. The last Player places 1 face-down Desctuction  
token on Location the Legendary Monster moved 
from.

4. According to the Legendary Monster Movement 
card, the Legendary Monster moves twice during 
this Turn. The last Player repeats 2nd and 3rd steps, 
moving the Legendary Monster to the next closest 
Location (11).

1 2 3 4 5
2 2 3 4 4

2

18

The main Location, 
depicted with a large 
Location number.

The secondary Location, 
depicted with a small 
Location number.

The number of 
Movements, depending 
on the number of 
Players in the game.

gameplay
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DRIVING THE LEGENDARY 
MONSTER AWAY

After performing at least one Movement in your Turn, 
you may decide to drive the Legendary Monster away. 
To do it, you must share the same Location with the 
Legendary Monster, then perform the following steps 
(in order) on your Turn:

1. Discard any 1 card from your hand.

2. Draw and reveal the top Legendary Monster Move-
ment card from the Movement deck. Perform only 
1 Movement toward the main Location depicted on 
the card. If the Monster is occupying the main Lo-
cation, perform 1 Movement toward the secondary 
Location. (Follow the normal Movement rules, dis-
card it as normal, and place a face-down Destruction 
token as normal).

3. (Optional) Immediately perform the Location Action 
for your current Location.

GAINING DESTRUCTION TOKENS

If a Player ends Phase I of their Turn on a Location with 
a Destruction token (before proceeding to Phase II) 
they draw and reveal that Destruction token. They gain 
the depicted bonus immediately, then they place the 
token face down near their Player Board. 

Destruction token bonuses:
 

Draw 2 Potions.

Draw 1 Potion and during Phase III, 
draw 1 additional card.

Gain 2 Gold
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Legendary Hunt  
Movement Clarifications

 � Closest Location: a Location along a path 
that would require the least number of 
movement spaces to reach the marked 
Location. 

 � Each time the Legendary Monster leaves 
a Location, place 1 face-down Destruction 
token on the Location that the Monster just 
left. Place it on the Location art, so the Lo-
cation Action is still visible and available.

 � Multiple Destruction tokens may be placed 
during the same Turn.

 � After completing the top-most Movement 
shown on the card, the last Player performs 
the next movement (if any), and so on.

 � If the deck of the Movement cards ever 
runs out, shuffle its discard pile to create 
a new deck.
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.
Gain 1 Gold and during Phase III, draw 
1 additional card.

Lower your Shield level by 1 and during 
Phase III, draw 2 additional cards.

Gain a 0-cost card (following the stan-
dard rules); and, during Phase III, draw 
1 less card.

Gain 1 level of a Specific Attribute, (e.g. 
Combat) shown on the token (if level-
ing-up, do not draw cards); and, during 
Phase III, draw 1 less card.

Lower your Shield level to 0 and 
gain 1 level of any Attribute 
(if leveling-up, do not draw cards).

After resolving a Destruction token, the Player completes 
Phases II and III of their Turn as normal.

FIGHTING THE LEGENDARY 
MONSTER

Players may decide to attack the Legendary Monster 
just like any other Monster.

If you have 1 or more face-down Destruction tokens, 
you take the first Fight Turn. Otherwise, the Legendary 
Monster takes the first Fight Turn.

The Player controlling the Legendary Monster shuffles 
all 20 Special Fight cards into a deck. Then, they put 
away a number of cards equal to the number of Destruc-
tion tokens that the attacking Player has. 

The remaining cards are the Legendary Monster’s Life 
Pool.

The attacking Player keeps their Destruction tokens.

The Legendary Monster has a Special Fight Ability that 
is used during the Fight.

The Legendary Monster has stronger attacks, as well 
as 4 Special Attacks that may appear during the Fight. 
If the chosen attack type (Charge or Bite) has a Special 
Attack shown on it, then the Player reads the attack 
description on the large Monster card.

Legendary Monster Protection

The Legendary Monster has a level of Monster Protec-
tion that depends on the Player’s position on the Trophy 
Track. It is shown on the large help card.

For the a  side, the level of Monster Protection is 
3 / 2 / 1 / 0.

For the b  side, it is 4 / 3 / 2 / 1 / 0.
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golem
During the entire Fight:  
the Player may not deal 

more than 5 Damage during 
one Fight Turn.

Crushing Strength

The Player discards 
1 Offensive Sign (purple) 

card from their hand. 
If they are unable to do so, 

they take 4 Damage.

Crushing the Armor

The Player takes 3 Damage. 
The Player may not play 

any Defensive Sign (yellow) 
cards during their next 

Fight Turn.

elemental power

The Player takes 3 Damage. 
The Player may not play 

any Offensive Sign (purple) 
cards during their next 

Fight Turn.

Unstoppable Attack

The Player takes 2 Damage 
and discards 1 Defensive 
Sign (yellow) card from 
their hand. If the Player  

is unable to do so, 
they take 6 Damage.

The Monster Performs its  

3rd Special Attack.

The Player takes 5 Damage.
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The goal of the game is to hunt down the Legendary 
Monster before it brings too much destruction to the 
Continent.

While playing with the Legendary Hunt expansion, the 
overall solo gameplay remains the same as the standard 
solo mode with some changes explained below.

SETUP

The setup follows the rules explained above with few 
differences:

Place 3 Monsters in the pool - a Level I Monster, a Level 
II Monster, and a Level III Monster.

Use the Solo help card that is part of the basic game 
components. 

The Player decides whether they use the “A” or “B” side 
of the large help card.

Create a pool of a face-down Legendary Monster Move-
ment cards and put the remaining ones (without looking 
at them) in the game box. The size of the pool depends 
on the difficulty level you choose:

GAMEPLAY

The gameplay follows the rules explained above with 
few differences:

 � If the Legendary Monster is unable to perform the 
Movement, the Player draws 1 Legendary Mon-
ster Movement card and places it on the top of the 
Legendary Monster Movement cards discard pile. 
They do not place the Destruction token on the 
Game Board.

 � If the Player kills a Monster and gains the Trophy, 
they do not replace it with another Monster. If they 
drive the Monster away, they replace it with a new 
Monster of the same level as the driven away Mon-
ster.

 � If the Player drives the Legendary Monster away, 
they do not draw a Legendary Monster Movement 
card. Instead, they choose any connected Location 
(without a Destruction token).

 � The Legendary Monster’s Life Pool is decsreaded 
by 1 card per each 2 Destructions tokens the Player 
possess (rounded down).

The Player wins the game if they manage to kill the 
Legendary Monster. 

The Player loses the game if, at any point during the 
game, they need to draw a Legendary Monster Move-
ment card and the deck is empty.

Easy Normal Hard

9 8 7

The Monster Protection level shows by how much Dam-
age the Player’s attack is lowered during each Player’s 
Fight Turn. It affects all Damage dealt to the Monster 
(i.e. by Special Abilities, Potions, Combo, etc.).

For example: (Playing on the “A” side) The Player has 
1 Trophy, so the Monster has 2 Monster Protection. In 
the Player’s Fight Turn, the Player uses their Specialty 
that deals 1 Damage and it is cancelled by the Monster 
Protection. Then, the Player plays a Combo that deals 
3 Damage – the 1 remaining Monster Protection lowers 
it by 1, so the Monster is actually dealt 2 Damage.

In the Player’s next Fight Turn, the Monster Protection 
goes back to 2.

Fight Outcome

If the Player kills the Legendary Monster, they win the 
game.

If the Player fails to kill the Legendary Monster, the Player 
is defeated and draws 1 Destruction token from the pool, 
gains its immediate bonus, and places it face down near 
their Player Board.
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LEGENDARY HUNT  
AND OTHER EXPANSIONS

The Legendary Hunt may be combined with some 
other Expansions. During the first game with this 
Expansion, we suggest not to use any other Expan-
sion. When Players are familiar with this Expansion, 
they may use the Legendary Hunt Expansion with:

 � Mages Expansion

 � Monster Trail Expansion

 � Adventure Pack Expansion

 � Skellige Expansion

If combining the Legendary Hunt and Skellige 
Expansions: place the large help card nearby the 
Game Board, below the Trophy Track. When a Player 
fights the Legendary Monster, remember to check 
the Legendary Monster’s Protection according to 
the Player’s position on the Trophy Track.
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